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hi-threat hear thru 
controls
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The HTH or Hi-Threat Headset is specifically designed to meet the demands and intensity of Tier 1 operators 
and special operations teams.  For over a decade the HTH continues to be one of our most popular dual ear
boom headsets.

The HTH features Combat Noise Suppression technology that protects the operator’s hearing against damaging
noises their exposed to during combat.  In addition to providing certified hearing protection the HTH has adjustable
and amplifiable electronic hearing that allows operators to maintain 360° battlefield awareness.  

Our Tier 1 version of the HTH also includes a ballistic and submersible Noise Canceling 
boom microphone that can provide compatibility on multiple communication platforms 
such as 2-way radios, vehicle/aircraft/watercraft ICS systems.  Depending on your
requirement we offer a variety of microphone options to choose from.

- Available in Headband or Neckband versions

- Headband version fits under new or legacy helmets

- Can be adapted to mount directly to helmet
 
- Multiple Boom Microphone Options

- Gel Ear cups provide max comfort

- Available in multiple colors, including Multicam

- Gas Mask Compatible 

- 82 dB Sound Level Limit 

- Hearing Protection Level or 19NRR

- Ambient environment amplification

- Adjustable Hear-Thru volume

- Hear-Thru volume memory 

- Auto Shut off following 4 hours 
  of non-use
 
- 2 AAA batteries provide 600 hours
  of operating time
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hi-threat headband w/ cover

tactical u94 rugged, reliable and combat proven 
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The new version of the Hi-Threat Headset provides users the broadest compatibility with new and legacy helmets
on the market.  The new slim headband design allows for standalone use, wear underneath helmets and can easily
be removed and replaced with an adapter for mounting to rail on helmets. 

The HTH headband features a removable
nylon cover that integrates the cable with 
the headband frame.  This cover has an 
inner cushion for added comfort against 
the head, which is a breathable material 
to reduce hot spots.  This cover allows
you to easily convert back to using the 
headband after using our rail mounts.
The headband cover is manufactured 
within the US and is Berry compliant.

hi-threat w/ team wendy helmet

The HTH also has full compatibility with Team
Wendy’s EXFIL™ helmet (including the new LTP
version).  The HTH easily fits underneath this 
helmet without making any adjustments to the
inner mounting system.  We also offer a rail 
adapter kit that allows for mounting directly to 
Team Wendy helmets.  The rail adapters can be 
adjusted for a more exact fit and also for stowing 
of the headset behind the head.

hi-threat w/ ops-core helmet

The new HTH is
available in OD Green,
Black and Multicam.

even fits under
legacy helmets

try then buy with our 
30 day eval program

Screw On
Tension Caps

Support Arms
Adjust Up or Down

For Proper Fit

The HTH has full compatibility with bump and ba-
llistic versions of the Ops-Core FAST™ helmet.
The HTH easily fits underneath this helmet
by making a simple adjustment to the inner
two crown pads (just space them out to
accommodate the width of the headband).
We also offer a rail adapter kit that allows
for mounting directly to the helmet.  The rail
adapters can be adjusted for a more exact fit
and also for stowing of the headset behind the
head.

adjustable
mounting system

Under Helmet Helmet Mounted Stowed to rear
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